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I     g o a l s

URBAN ACUPUNCTURE
Acupuncture cures major health problems by intervention on some specific points that interact with the com-
plex system. Analogically, ‘point’ interventions can have an urban effect at the territorial level.
The main focus in my thesis is on enrichment of an urban and natural environment by simple means. They, 
like needles inserted in right points on the body in acupuncture practice, can lead to therapeutic effects. 

These interventions come in response to the lack of identity and attractiveness which is characteristic for the 
majority of peripheral areas. My approach is on showing numerous possibilities of enriching places of com-
mon use - peripheral centres, green areas, fallows, traffic environment. Undeniable potential lies in these 
places. Appropriate rearranging of them would improve the quality of inhabitants’ living on different levels.
Bringing meaning and function into these spatially and socially uninteresting communal places - spaces ‘in 
between’ - will increase the attractiveness of the whole area and even the city. Method of using of slight in-
terventions keeps a link to human size in the large scale plan. It leads towards creating local identity without 
noticeable expenditure from the city budget. 

TRANSDISCIPLINAR DIALOGUE
In the project, I will examine a land use on a large scale (related to the strategy for Tampere urban region at 
2030 and Tampere city general plan) as well as a small scale potential progress. 
There should be transdisciplinarial dialogue in planning. The idea of changes should go through diverse 
scales’ solutions and points of view. Planning should be thought on many levels and scales simultaneously. 
Diverse scales’ visions are tools for their mutual realizing.

ADOPTION OF A NEW IDENTITY
Unifying and improving quality of existing peripheral centres (in Kaukajärvi, Linnainmaa and Janka) as well 
as a possible development of a new district (in Hankkio) became the focus of my interest.
I tried to find diverse solutions for districts which lead to transformation into meaningful parts of the city. I 
aimed at creating a brand for every sub-centre. 

I also presented proposals of qualitying places of potential common use, such as: activating new functions in 
industrial areas, improving aesthetics of traffic routes, adding the meaning into fallow lands.

The purpose is to provide an attractive and clear use of public spaces for inhabitants.
My wish is to enrich the environment by improvements which refer to the surroundings, history, and which are 
innovative at the same time. 



In my thesis, I will focus on the east-
ern part of Tampere city - subur-
ban area which is stretched along 
the motorway Jyväskylä-Tampere 
(E63), between the Kauppi Nation-
al Park and districts: Lukonmäki 
and Annala. The area is character-
ised by dispersed built and natural 
landscape. It is split by major traffic 
routes (motorway, rail road) as well 
as fallows (industrial areas) and 
natural elements (fields, swamps). 
Both built and natural areas in the 
periphery co-exist next to each 
other. This kind of area was named 
‘zwischenstadt- between place and 
world, space and time, city and 
country’ (Sieverts 1999,1997). 

II     p r o j e c t   a r e a  





III     a n a l y s i s



Distribution of workplaces is more concen-
trated then distribution of population. The 
majority of workplaces can be found in 
the city centre. Centre of Hervanta and in-
dustrial areas (Hankkio, Nekala) are other 
places offering workplaces. Besides, ar-
eas of workplaces concentration are locat-
ed in parts of the city where infrastructure 
is developed. 
The design area serves about 5500 work-
places.

Concentration of the population in the city 
centre is clearly distinctive. Other areas 
with the high density of inhabitants are 
concentrated in districts in close neigh-
bourhood to the city centre and major dis-
tricts such as: Hervanta, Kaukajärvi, Lin-
nainmaa or Sääksjärvi. These areas have 
their own subcentres which offer basic ser-
vices for inhabitants. 
The design area is inhabited by about 
23000 people what means about 11% of 
overall population of the Tampere City.

scale  1:150000



Distribution of buildings and their size (by 
the amount of floors and floor area) was 
taken under examination. The first map 
shows clearly that buildings with the larg-
est floor area and floors number are situ-
ated in the city centre, in subcentres and 
along the route leading to Helsinki. The 
second map shows that densification of 
small scale buildings is high in other areas 
of the city.

scale  1:150000
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accessibility by car
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These maps show well accessible areas by different means of trans-
port. 

Accessibility shown on maps was measured by number of segments 
possible to cover by diverse means of transport (segment = distance 
between two crossroads). In this case accessibility is understood as 
a journey. Segments are linked so as to form routes. 
Average number of segments traversed by foot was set to five, by 
bicycle- to twenty, by car- to sixty. 

In addition to the physical length, easiness in detecting of route con-
tinuation was taken into account. The journey seems to be shorter 
when the goal is easily detectable (e.g. the flow in labyrinth in the ur-
ban environment or on the forest path is not effective as the naviga-
tion is difficult). Of course, the device does not show best accessible 
areas in the city objectively but rather gives an idea of easily reached 
networks in short, medium and long distance.

Maps give a few basic ideas about: 

foot communication
-the longer distance, the lower accessibility
-the more developed route system, the higher accessibility
-secondary, local roads are well approachable 

bicycle communication
-travelling within districts is easy 
-bicycle connections between districts are missing

car traffic
-best accessibility is along major routes
-nets of local streets are hard to reach 

Functioning and aesthetics of foot and bicycle routes should be con-
sidered deeper on a district level whereas car traffic - on both re-
gional and local scale.



Flows of people, goods and information take their morphology from 
diverse infrastructural networks of urban structure. Transportation 
system plays the most important role in these flows. Generic ac-
cessibility has been chosen for analysis which can describe urban 
structure as a whole. 

The car accessibility is highest in the close neighbourhood with the 
major traffic routes. It weakens towards dense residential-, rural- 
and forest areas. 

Planned light railway route complements some areas of low car ac-
cessibility. Other means of public transport (buses, planes) have not 
been taken under consideration.

The major traffic routes are determinants of best accessible areas 
but, simultaneously, they are barriers in foot and bicycle communica-
tion themselves.

accessibility by 
planned light railway 
system

accessibility by car 
+ light railway

accessibility by car





IV     z o o m   o u t



overall morphology of Tampere City



g e n e r a l   s t r a t e g y

area of intervention
green areas
green centre - agriculture
foot nd cycle connections
light railway
existing subcentres
new subcentre

The main idea of the project is to add a new 
meaning to the area by creating pedestri-
an-friendly nodes and improving a network 
which does not demand motorization – pe-
destrian and bicycle routes as well as pub-
lic transportation. I was concentrated on 
increasing the value of existing suburban 
centres, as well as, on creating a new cen-
tre for the planned residential area. I would 
like to enhance importance of an agricul-
ture area transforming it into a green centre 
for the region. I also focused on develop-
ment and adaptation of urban fallow lands 
towards new uses.

19- Linnainmaa 
-centre development
-number of new workplaces: 1000
-new tram line
47- Hankkio 
-number of new inhabitants: 16000
-new workplaces
-new bus line, new tram line

strategy for Tampere urban region 2030



Tampere City general plan

centre-like area
residential area
mixed use housing (approx. 70%)
special utilization (culture/ leisure/ services)
green areas
green centre - agriculture
foot and cycle connections

f u n c t i o n s

The mixture of functions is consid-
ered to be a goal as it is the only way 
of sustainable development of the city. 
Cooperation between various activities 
brings remarkable benefits and lively 
environments.
New functions will be introduced mainly 
on fallow lands and existing industrial 
sites. These areas can be treated as 
areas of potential development in per-
spective of 20-30 years. 
Network of pedestrian routes will inter-
relate with other functions.



g r e e n   a r e a s

green areas
green centre - agriculture
foot nd cycle connections

Tampere City general plan

Creation of continual links for pedestrians 
and cyclists was the aim of my project.
Most connections were introduced to over-
come major physical barriers in foot and 
cycle communication: a highway and an 
industrial area.
Agriculture area was rearranged into a 
green centre which became a high point of 
a green network.



Kangasala
Pirkkala

Ylöjärvi

Valkeakoski

Nokia

The traffic of the area can be segregated on fast, intercity connection -Tam-
pere-Jyväskylä (E63) with admitted speed 120km/h and low speed local 
traffic. The motorway - E63 - was built in 1994. The road has deformed his-
torical character and identity of the agriculture area. It has divided the area 
for two separate parts. It is the major physical barrier of the area. Other 
traffic lines which join to the main route make further divisions. 

At the same time, well developed infrastructure creates connectivity and 
accessibility. These routes are necessary for a proper functioning of the 
city. They affect creation of places of higher concentration of people. 

My focus is not on rearranging existing traffic network. Apart from the fact 
that existing traffic solutions fulfil its role well, it is possible to organize pe-
destrian and bicycle connections without major changes into it. 
The only change in the existing traffic system is the flow reducing along 
Tampere-Kangasala route on the northern side of Kaukajärvi lake. The traf-
fic reduction would provide better access to the lake for pedestrians. 
I added new traffic connections into planned residential areas too.

t r a f f i c

existing roads
new roads
road of reduced traffic



p u b l i c   t r a n s p o r t

existing bus connections

new bus connections

points of bus routes change
light railway

In the project, I considered 
public transportation as a 
complex system composed 
of a light railway line and a 
bus lines network. I proposed 
some changes in bus connec-
tions to provide better access 
to the public transport system 
for wider area. bus connections

planned light railway system





V     z o o m   i n



1 km

Linnainmaa centre

Janka centre

planned new centre

Kaukajärvi centre

c e n t r e s

The design area has three remark-
able centres in: Kaukajärvi, Linnain-
maa and Janka. The new district 
with its own centre is planned in 
Hankkio. 
I found existing central areas dis-
persed and unattractive while they 
should be hearts for neighbour-
hood areas. They are mainly cre-
ated by shopping malls and car 
parks belonging to them. There are 
no pedestrian-friendly public spac-
es (such as: squares, boulevards, 
etc.) which leads to for developing 
of a social life. Human oriented ap-
proach seems to be overpowered 
by economic rights. Regional and 
historical distinction disappears.



1

2

3

4

By a new structure implementation, I aimed at integration of the scat-
tered structure of the design area. 
Unifying and improving of existing peripheral centres (1-Kaukajärvi, 
3-Linnainmaa, 4-Janka) and creating of a new centre (2- Hankkio) were 
focuses of my interest. 

I added residential buildings only on the area of radical redevelopment 
from an industrial area into residential area - Hankkio. In other cases 
I suggested minimum changes which can improve functioning of par-
ticular districts. It does not mean that I excluded the possibility of the 
population growth there. 

My main focus of attention was on developing a theme (a brand) for 
every subcentre what can lead towards the local identity creating.



Kaukajärvi centre1

divisive streets go down

car parks are situated underground

Kaukajärvi centre is created by ser-
vices which are divided by two inter-
secting streets. Car park is situated 
on the central open space- in front 
of the main service complex. The 
idea for integrating and activating of 
this centre for pedestrians could be 
in bringing down of divisive streets 
and car park, and covering lowered 
area by the platform. This solution 
allows creation of the pedestrian-
friendly central public space. 
New buildings in proximity define 
public spaces in the centre. 

scale   1:7500



www.karresenbrands.nl
de Friezenlaan, Tilburg ,Netherlands

www.west8.nl
Schouwburgplein, Rotterdam, Netherlands

www.coac.net
Arles-sur-Tech, France

Kaukajärvi lake is an important natural value for inhabitants of Kaukajärvi district as 
well as for those from neighbourhood districts. It attracts inhabitants all year round. 
This water basin serve such activities as: swimming, boating, fishing, cross country 
skiing, sauna, etc.. 

Introducing of the id ea of water in many places under various forms would improve 
the urban space creating a characteristic image for Kaukajärvi district. Urban water 
elements can play numerous practical and aesthetic roles, e.g. gathering rainwater, 
watering people, creating meeting and resting places for inhabitants, leading to local 
integration. Undoubtedly, water brings joy and life into the city.

www.koepflipartner.ch
Schulhaus St. Karl, Altdorf, Switzerland

Kaukajärvi lake at different seasons

www.dianemaclean.co.uk
Glenmore forest, Scotland



Colour surface of the pavement navigate pedes-
trians towards diverse attractive places in the 
district. The idea of a colour pavement could be 
spread on other sub-centres too, e.g. pavement 
of every centre could have different colour what 
would lead to theirs unique image.

The Kaukajärvi centre could become more vivid 
and attractive thanks to a chairlift connecting it 
with a big heap of sand situated on the other side 
of the high way (north-west from the centre).
The heap is an visual landmark for the area. Enor-
mous potential lies in this fallow land.
In the project, I activated this wasteland by intro-
ducing function of recreation into it. The part of the 
hill could be rearranged into a park which serve 
plenty possibilities of use. Many diverse activities 
can be arranged on the area without a big capital 
expenditure. Some activities, such as: motocross, 
freeriding or paintball, could be organised there 
with minimal changes and expenses. 
Suggested interventions might be implemented 
gradually.





new residential area2

Hankkio area is a potential target 
for development connecting with 
the growth of the population in the 
city. Hankkio can be treated as an 
urban fallow land in the perspective 
of 20 years as it is partly industrial, 
partly agrarian area now. Plans of 
strengthening the existing regional 
train network by developing of a 
light rail traffic system towards Kan-
gasala give opportunities for growth 
of importance of the area.

There are many plans of possible 
development of this part of the city. 
They are mainly directed towards 
building up the whole area.

In the project, I tried to find another 
solution - development of Hankkio 
without ruining agricultural heritage.  
My proposal is a dense structure 
in a place of industrial area on the 
western part of Hankkio combined 
with the agrarian area.
I suggested introducing of 9000 in-
habitants and providing of 1000 new 
workplaces on the area.scale   1:7500



19751960

1985 2000

1600

a g r i c u l t u r a l   t r a d i t i o n 

Ridge, water and fertile soil influenced settlement forming and village creation in 
Iron Age. Strong tradition of agriculture created the unique character of the region 
which was rearranged by the new bypass (E63). Improved infrastructure resulted in 
development of residential areas. More and more industrial buildings, warehouses 
were built on the open space too. According to the newest plans, existing long dis-
tance rail traffic will be complemented by light railway line which will cause further 
construction works in the agricultural region.
History is a crucial point of our humanity. Awareness of a history and time distin-
guishes us from other beings. For human, resigning from a history is like resigning 
from a human identity.



Sa

Agriculture areas are very important for the re-
gion. Fields have been cultivated for years on 
the site. They have gradually eroded but some 
of old fields partly exist and they are still in use. 

Green areas in the city are very attractive place 
for investors. Nevertheless, preserving of these 
areas in the city is an investment in quality of 
inhabitants lives as well as identity of the re-
gion. Because agricultural areas in the city are 
more and more rare occurrence they could be 
an unique attraction in the future.

Existing fields can be divided and be leased 
by inhabitants. They could be also used by di-
verse institutions, for example for educational 
purpose.



Sa

There should be developed a new kind of a cultural 
landscape where built areas, recreation areas, and 
ecology will create a new synthesis and will lead to 
equilibrium. This kind of cultural landscape is an ur-
banised landscape in the urban regions, a landscape 
which is a joining element between culture and na-
ture.

Now, fields in the design area are cultivated by pro-
fessional farmers. However, the idea is not a preser-
vation of the agricultural area as it is now. Protection 
of the rural area is not possible in the developing city. 
The challenge is to reevaluate the agrarian area in 
such a way that its value and attraction is lifted.

Environmentally friendly solutions are more then 
needed nowadays. At the same time, such ecologi-
cal resources of energy as wind generators would be-
come the landmark for the area.



Linnainmaa centre3

Linnainmaa centre is an another ex-
ample of a dispersed peripheral cen-
tre cut by traffic routes. I proposed 
combining two shopping malls as 
well as connecting residential areas 
with the centre by platforms imple-
menting. 

Platforms which play role of connec-
tors for pedestrians can also serve 
other functions underneath. Idea of 
platforms gives diverse possibilities 
for area developing. They can be 
implemented gradually according to 
priority of inhabitants needs.

The new structure is integrated with 
the landscape. It changes the land-
scape creating a special character 
for the area. 
The Linnainmaa centre becomes 
recognizable for people passing 
through the area.scale   1:7500





Janka centre4

A

B

D

C

E

A local character of Janka district 
could be enriched by art elements. 
By introducing art into the urban 
surrounding, I aimed at creating re-
lationship between people, situation 
and a place. Art in the city is able to 
bind independent, fragmented parts 
of the city into the whole. It would 
create coherence- special story- for 
Janka area.
Urban art includes a wide diversi-
ty. Monuments and statues on the 
open public spaces, design of pav-
ing, street furniture and lighting, 
murals, graffiti, land art, even street 
performance are some of art ele-
ments which join urban public and 
culture. They play very important 
role in making public spaces active. 
Bringing art into the city is one of the 
most successful strategy of its revi-
talizing.

Quality of public spaces in the dis-
trict could be improved by diverse 
means:
A - creating of cultural centre,
B - implementing of graffiti,
C - arranging of art park, 
D - organizing of public square,
E - adding multisensory impression,
F - reutilization towards cultural use.

Proposed changes do not form 
a plan for Janka district. I rather 
suggested a program of minimum 
changes to start with.scale   1:7500

F



Introduction of any changes would be an incremental process. Inhabitants 
will decide about importance and priority of changes implementation.
Special programs available via the Internet give a possibility for inhabitants 
to express theirs views about the area they live in. 

A - cultural centre
Some traces after the agricultural past remain on the Janka area. One of 
them is a mansion situated in the central part of the district. It is not in use 
today. Its quality, historical character and location form a perfect condition for 
a cultural centre use. Diverse activities for people at any age could be held 
there. In addition, relatively big plot and secondary buildings give the oppor-
tunity for organizing various outdoor activities.

B - graffiti and murals
Graffiti is an artform which is rapidly developing in urban surrounding. The 
most often it is identified with a form of vandalism. However, it can also be an 
artwork lifting up esthetics of the city. Streetart is especially needed in unat-
tractive urban surroundings, e.g. ugly-looking blocks of flats, postindustrial 
areas, traffic hubs.

Graffiti made by Szymon Obrataniec (Wroclaw, Poland) was used in the picture.



I would like to add quality to unused places which nature makes good 
conditions for being adopted into public spaces.

C - art park

Park with a special function - art park - could be organised on unused 
central area of Janka - between the school building and the road. 
Such a place would give plenty possibilities of using it for students as 
well as for inhabitants.

D - public square

Creating of a public square in the place surrounded by buildings and 
where a few local roads gather comes to mind naturally. By simple 
means, such as: rearranging of roads, adding small scale elements 
(e.g. sculpture, benches, trees), the place would become a meaning-
ful meeting place for inhabitants. Public building next to the square 
can be implemented in the future what will make the place more vivid.



E - multisensory impression

The area contains a swamp- Sikosuo. The swamp has the old history - its latest mention (as ‘Sikosuokärr’) 
is from the year 1767. Its existence plays an important role in the region.
I aimed at creating a new meaning of Sikosuo by introducing an unique, sensual experience to this area. 
By visual, acoustic, tactile or behavioural expression I would like to affect user’s emotions. Art elements 
and interactive systems would be means for engaging visitors.
Connection between interaction, emotions, expression would introduce higher level of abstraction which 
attracts not only closest living inhabitants but also people from other parts of the city. 



Hankio

i n d u s t r i a l   a r e a s

F – reutilization towards cultural use

Western part of Hankkio industrial area is situ-
ated in the close neighbourhood to Janka. Most 
of the site consists of fenced plots with factories 
and warehouses. Nevertheless, in perspective 
of 20-30 years, companies will have to change 
the existing location of their businesses as it is 
very important area for the city development. It 
is a longterm process. Area and its function will 
be changed gradually.

In the project, I would like to preserve most of 
industrial buildings for further utilization. Many 
of them became landmarks for the area. Fur-
thermore, indoor places are necessary for any 
kind of all-year-round uses as the climate is a 
challenge in Finland.

Postindustrial site is a perfect place for adopt-
ing into culture and entertainment use. Exist-
ing buildings could be used for special cultural 
events gathering a big amount of people, such 
as: festivals, concerts, exhibitions. Besides, 
some recreational activities could be organized 
in these postindustrial buildings too, e.g. dance 
courses, amateur theatre, skateboarding. 



Hankio

New activities are organised on post-
industrial areas.



t r a f f i c   

Traffic network is necessary for proper city 
functioning. Unfortunately, traffic systems ‘de-
signers’ mostly concentrate on efficient func-
tional solutions disregarding aesthetic aspects. 
By simple means, I would like to make its ap-
pearance more attractive both for drivers and 
for those who do not use motorization.



Inhabitants will be able to arrange 
unused spaces along traffic routes 
by themselves. They will enhance        
esthetics of the city and improve their 
gardening skills in the same time    
because the city government will         
provide support from professionals.
People involved in creating their city 
feel relationship with it and care about 
it more on diverse levels.

Spectacular lighting along traffic 
routes will create night landmarks for 
travelling people.



brown - fallows,   yellow - fields

f a l l o w s
Unused spaces in industrial area, empty, dis-
arranged green places or sand heap. These 
unattractive places can be found in the project 
area. After closer view, they are potential areas 
which can be changed and provided with func-
tions to be profitable for the nearest neighbour-
hood as well as for the city. 



Fallow lands can become attractive 
by slight interventions into landscape.
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ecology and importance of ecological 
solutions- ecological buildings, source 
of energy, 3d, divided fields for hiring, 
greenhouse(landmark), field over the 
road

business centre   

I would like to add quality to spaces created by buildings in a proxim-
ity. 
Creating of meaningful public square in this case is able by roads 
rearranging, adding small scale elements such as: art piece (e.g. 
sculpture), benches, trees. Public building next to the square can be 
implemented in the future what will make the place more vivid.

Sikosuo

Finland, Tampere region, Tampere


